


In this session… 
•  What copywriting has to do with author bios. 
•  Where and when to use your author bio. 
•  Where to begin and exactly how to write yours. 
•  How to get a copywrite boost to your bio. 
•  And MORE! 

Session 5: Author Bios 



Reminder … Wickipedia says… 
•  Copywriting is written content conveyed through 

online media and print materials. 
•  Copy is content primarily used for the purpose of 

advertising or marketing.  
•  This type of written material is often used to persuade a 

person or group as well as to raise brand awareness. 

Writing Copy in Author Bios 



An Author Bio’s purpose: 
•  Connect WHAT you are writing to WHO you are for your 

readers (a mini About page). 
•  Portray your expertise and personality. 
•  Promote you as a part of your brand. 

Writing Copy in Author Bios 



Author Bio: An Extension of your Cohesive Message: 
•  While an Author Bio is more personal or more 

professional (depending on your public persona), it is 
essential to your author or entrepreneur or small 
business BRAND that it ALSO contain copywriting. 

Writing Copy in Author Bios 



Author Bio: Which Cohesive Message? 
•  Obviously you don’t want your Author Bio to ONLY 

reflect the keywords of your ONE book. 
•  And what if you don’t really know ALL you want to be 

“in the public eye?” 

Writing Copy in Author Bios 



To get at the answer… 
•  Author Page on Amazon.com. 
•  End of EVERY blog post you EVER write. 
•  As a part of your About page on your website. 
•  In promotional material about your book(s). 
•  On Speaker One Sheets. 

When & Where 



Every time you present yourself publically… 
•  At the end of your back cover. 
•  On every guest blog post or magazine article or 

anthology you are a part of. 
•  On your flyers, service descriptions etc. 
•  BOTTOM LINE: Author bio = Your calling card! 

When Again? 



Authors are more comfortable with… 
•  What you produce. 
•  What you do professionally. 
•  Your written or spoken expertise. 
•  The toughest assignment. 

So Wouldn’t this Come FIRST? 



You may rewrite some of your blurb or back cover… 
•  After working through writing your bio. 
•  Some key words may shift. 
•  Often creates clarity about your marketing. 
•  Can help define your brand and position. 

Last Will Be First 



FIRST… Have FUN! 
1.  Write down 5 fun things about you. (Three words max 

each!) 
2.  Write down your HAPPIEST professional moment. 
3.  Write down your fav 3 keywords from your book 

blurb… those that make you smile. 

How Do I Do This? 



Now, forget the Bio entirely 
•  Instead write a paragraph (3-4 sentences) combining 

the previous three steps. 
•  Describe yourself in third person, as if you were 

describing a brilliant, fun friend. 
•  At the END of the paragraph, write “And she/he is an 

author, too!” 

How to Write Your Author Bio 



Formula #1: Blog Ending Author Bio: 
•  One sentence describing what you write about 

(keywords). 
•  One sentence describing your demographic particulars 

and/or your professional titles. 
•  An “invite” sentence… 

How to Write Your Author Bio 



Similar to a “call to action” in a blog or advert… 
•  An invite sentence shares how you’d like to interact with 

your readers long term. 
•  Different than a “call to action” (which changes 

depending on your current book or current free offer 
and leads to someone signing up for a list or purchasing 
something), an “invite” doesn’t change. 

An “invite” sentence 



Some questions to consider for your invite sentence: 
•  Do you LOVE social media? 
•  Do you want everyone to visit your other blog articles? 
•  Do you want folks to schedule a free consultation? 

“Elise would love for you to connect personally with her on 
Facebook or Pinterest, her favorite online hangouts!” 

An “invite” sentence 



After writing your blog author bio, ask: 
•  Do I want to know this person? 
•  Does this person seem friendly AND authoritative? 
•  From this ONE 3-sentence paragraph, do I know what  

this author writes about? 

Check Yourself 



Even if you don’t have a blog! 
•  Put your blog author bio up on social media. 
•  Ask beta readers to give you feedback. 
•  Put it up on LinkedIn blog posts . 
•  Use it as your Twitter profile description. 

Test, Tweak, Test 



Your author bio blog is: 
Where? 

EVERYWHERE!!! 

Blogs, Social Media…. 



Always updatable… but… 
•  This a KEY aspect in your online copywriting. 
•  Don’t get “test-happy” and keep tweaking every other 

day. 
•  Give it time to sink in across all platforms before 

changing it up. 

Blogs, Social Media, Amazon 



Take all of your work together… 
•  Book blurb keywords/phrases 
•  FUN paragraph 
•  Blog author bio 
•  PLUS Marketing Principles keywords (branding in 

words) and awards, books published, etc. 

Copy Write Long Author Bio 



An About Page, Speaker One Sheet and long form bio: 
•  Differences: the PURPOSE and therefore audience… so 

“invite” paragraph will change. 
•  However, the keywords and branding focus (or 

marketing position) do NOT change. 
•  Lots of room for creativity. 

Copy Write Long Author Bio 



So, let your creative juices flow… 
•  Know what you want your readers to DO after they read 

your bio. 
•  Keep the CORE of your bio exactly the same. 
•  GREAT example is Natalie Marie Collins. 
•  Awkward example is Elizabeth Gilbert (strangely). 

Long Author Bio 



Do it yourself: Review Session One… 
•  Choose your primary marketing position (if you are an 

entrepreneur AND a creative writer, is your main goal to 
grow your entrepreneur business by publishing non-
fiction books or is your main goal to further your 
creative writing career). 

Boost Your Bio 



After choosing your primary marketing position: 
•  Use the book blurb exercise to choose keywords and 

key phrases for your Marketing Position. 
•  Match up your long author bio to your Marketing 

Position. 
•  If YOU are your BRAND, these are also your Brand 

keywords… BONUS! 

Boost Your Bio 



Use the Test, Tweak, Test exercises… 
•  Have your official and unofficial editors read your Blog 

Bio AND Long form Bios. 
•  Ask them 3 simple copywriting-focused questions. 
•  If YOU are your BRAND, these are also your Brand 

keywords… BONUS! 

Boost Your Bio 



•  DO the Have Fun exercise! 
•  Write a blog author bio. 
•  Write a long form author bio. 
•  Test, tweak, test and BOOST your bio. 
•  Make SURE all your social media, blog, website, 

LinkedIn, Amazon Author Central etc. bios match. 

Session 5 Homework 



 

You miss 100% of the 
shots you don’t take. 

~Wayne Gretsky 
 

Ready. Set. Go! 


